SNAPSHOT 2019 - 2020

DEGREE PROGRAMS
6 AS programs
33 BS and BA programs
39 MS and PhD programs

PEOPLE
322 Tenure system faculty
156 Lecturers
52 Research and extension faculty
566 Staff (full time equivalent)
7,407 Undergraduate students
1,008 Graduate students

REVENUE SOURCES FY2018
Revenues generated $17.51M
Gifts $11.61M
State appropriations $70.85M
Sponsored research $81.94M
TOTAL REVENUE $181.90M

DEPARTMENTS and SCHOOLS
Astronomy
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Biology
Chemistry
Environmental Conservation
Food Science
Geosciences
Mathematics and Statistics
Microbiology
Physics
Polymer Science and Engineering
Psychological and Brain Sciences
School of Earth and Sustainability
Stockbridge School of Agriculture
Veterinary and Animal Sciences

CENTER for AGRICULTURE FOOD and THE ENVIRONMENT
UMass Extension
Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station
Water Resources Research Center
Research and education in Belchertown, Hadley, South Deerfield, and Wareham, MA

INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS
Center for UMass-Industry on Polymers
Food Science Strategic Research Alliance

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
UNDERGRADUATE
Environmental Science
iCons (Integrated Concentration in Science)

GRADUATE
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Neuroscience and Behavior
Organismic and Evolutionary Biology
Plant Biology
Sustainability Science
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